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After industrialization, people 

demand reforms:
 Britain

House of Lords

 Parliament is the legislative branch (similar 
to US Congress) + is made up of 2 houses:

1. House of Lords (hereditary 
membership until 1999!)

2. House of Commons (Elected)

 In the 1800s, only about 5% of 
the population could vote (the 
wealthy who owned a significant 
amount of land)

House of Commons



 Extending 
Suffrage

 Suffrage is the right to vote

 Middle class men are 1st to have voting rights extended to 
them (1832), but many still couldn’t vote

 Start of the Chartist Movement (working class people 
demanding reforms in parliament + in elections)

 They petitioned parliament w/ their demands – called 
The People’s Charter (1838) which had 6 points:

1. The right to vote for all men aged 21 + over. 

2. A secret ballot. 

3. No property qualification for elected members of 
Parliament (would enable poor to be MPs). 

4. Payment of MPs (so poorer people could be MPs). 

5. Equal constituencies (the same number of voters in 
each constituency) 

6. Annual Parliament elections so that MPs could be 
held to account by their constituents. * 

- Parliament initially rejected their demands 
but, over time almost all of their demands 
would become law + by 1884, most adult 
males could vote



 Women’s 
Suffrage

 During the 1800s, women in Britain 
(+ US) began to organize reform 
societies + protest unfair customs + 
laws

 Some groups take drastic action 
(pickets, hunger strikes, etc…)

Some get arrested

Women don’t get the right to 
vote until after WWI (1920s)
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 Queen 
Victoria

 Monarch from 1837-1901

 Known as the “Victorian Age”

 Popular + capable

 By the time she rules, the monarchy had 
lost most of its power

Gov.’t was run by parliament
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 France 
+ the 
Dreyfus 
Affair

 Occurred due to widespread feelings of anti-
Semitism (prejudice against Jews)

 (1894) Jewish Army Captain Alfred Dreyfus was 
accused of selling military secrets to Germany.  
He was found guilty based on false evidence.  A 
few years later, new evidence showed that he 
was framed by other Army officers

 French public was divided (some didn’t want to 
reopen the case)

 Eventually the gov.’t declared his innocence

 Showed the strength of anti-Semitism in 
Western Europe (Eastern Europe was worse 
– they had organized campaigns of violence 
against Jews).

 Led to Zionist movement (promoted

the establishment of a Jewish 

homeland in Palestine)

End Section 1
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Self-Rule for British Colonies:
 British colonies  By 1800, Britain had colonies around 

the world

 In Africa + Asia, they had little 
influence over the locals

 In Canada, Australia, + New 
Zealand, European colonists 
dominated the native populations

These colonies would 
industrialize shortly after Britain 
did
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 Canada  French were the 1st Europeans to colonize 

 (1763) Britain took control after the French 
+ Indian War

 But many French colonists remained

 Mostly kept apart from British colonists

Religious/cultural differences 
(Languages, French were Catholic + 
English mostly Protestant)

Both groups want more control over 
gov.’t

Britain divides it into Upper Canada 
(Mostly British - Modern day 
Ontario) + Lower Canada (Mostly 
French – Modern day Quebec) w/ 
each province having its own 
elected assembly
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 The Durham 
Report

 Eventually, Upper + Lower Canada tensions    
(middle class want reforms, French colonists 
resent British control)

 British Parliament sends reformer Lord 
Durham to investigate

 He recommends:

1. Upper + Lower Canada should be united

2. British immigration to Canada should be 
encouraged to dominant local culture

3. Provinces of Canada should be allowed 
to govern themselves in domestic matters

 Mid-1800s, Canada forms a central gov.’t to 
protect itself against the USA

 Became a dominion (self-governing in 
domestic affairs but still part of the British 
Empire)

 Canada’s 1st Prime Minister expands the 
country to the Pacific Ocean
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 Australia 
+ New 
Zealand

Aboriginal

Maori

 British sea captain James Cook claimed Australia 
+ New Zealand for Britain

 Both were already inhabited 
 Australia by Aborigines (nomadic people) 

Longest ongoing culture in the world!
 New Zealand by Maori (farmers)

 Began colonizing Australia w/ convicted 
criminals (penal colony – place where convicts 
go to serve their sentences) due to overcrowded 
prisons

 Eventually free settlers arrive
 Gov.’t offers cheap land to get 

people to colonize
 Very successful at raising sheep
 New Zealand’s colonization began w/ 

missionaries arriving from Australia to convert 
Maori

 Aboriginals treated similarly by Australians as 
American Indians were by Americans

 Both became dominions
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 Ireland  England had been expanding into Ireland 
since the 1100s

 Made laws that favored Protestant British 
over Catholic Irish

 1845-1848 The Great Famine occurred 
when a plant fungus ruined the potato crop 
(main source of food for Irish).  

About 1/8 of Ireland’s population 

starved or died of disease

During this time, more than 1/8 
moved to the US (+ some to Britain, 
Canada, + Australia)

British still imposed harsh taxes which 
put many Irish peasants hopelessly in 
debt

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Late_blight_of_potato.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Late_blight_of_potato.jpg


Wanting some indep., some Irish 
citizens formed an underground 
Irish gov.’t.  Their unofficial military 
force was the IRA (Irish Republican 
Army)

Attacked the British

 Irish were finally granted home-rule
(local control over internal matters 
only) in 1921 + became a dominion 
except for Northern Ireland which 
remained part of Great Britain 
(predominately Protestant)

Only in 1949 does Ireland become 
an independent country (except for 
Northern Ireland)

End Section 2
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 USA Expansion  Expansion of the USA at the expense of 
other peoples was justified to many by 
Manifest Destiny:

 Belief held by many Americans that 
it was God’s will for the US to 
expand + to possess territory all the 
way to the Pacific Ocean + into 
Northern Mexico 

 Used this belief to justify the Indian 
Removal Act which enabled the 
federal gov.’t to forcibly remove 
Indians from their land

 Many Cherokees were forced to 
travel the Trail of Tears - 800mi 
journey from GA to OK on foot.  
About ¼ died. 

 Land they were moved to was 
inferior



 American settlers had moved into 
the Mexican territory for years.  
Eventually, they became unhappy 
w/ Mexican rule + rebelled.  After 
winning their indep., Texas 
eventually joined the USA.  

 Mexico considered this an act of 
aggression.  That, combined w/ 
Americans’ desire for new land led 
to the Mexican-American War.  

 (Remember the Alamo?)

Mexico surrenders + US gains 
territory from TX to CA
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 The Civil War

(1861-1865)

 Economic differences between North + South led to War -
South was dependent upon slavery + North wanted it 
abolished.  Fought over slavery in newly admitted states.

 1860, Abraham Lincoln was elected president; he had 
promised to stop the spread of slavery

 Southern states, led by SC, began to secede (withdraw 
formally from an association or alliance) from the union, + 
formed the Confederate States of America.  Fought over 
states’ rights.

 Civil War began with the Battle of Fort Sumter at 
Charleston, SC.

 Advantages:

South North

Better military leaders More people

Defensive war Railroads

Stubborn Factories

 In 1863, Lincoln issues the Emancipation Proclamation
which freed slaves in the CSA.  War is now also about 
slavery.

 War ends (Surprise! North won.) in 1865 + the 13th

amendment ends slavery in the USA

 Lincoln is assassinated shortly after the war ends.
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 Reconstruction

(1865-1877)

 Economy grows

 Union troops occupy the South

 Southerners passed laws that limited the 
rights of black Americans + made it 
difficult for them to vote.  These laws 
encouraged segregation or separation of 
whites + blacks

 North speeds up its industrialization

 Made possible due to the rapid    of 
immigrants

 About 2,000 immigrants arrive daily

 Most settle in NE + Midwest

 Number of railroads rapidly 

End Section 3
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 Inventions/
Discoveries

 Late 1800s, new kinds of energy are being 
used such as gasoline (would make the 
automobile possible) + electricity

 Thomas Edison patented more than 1,000 
inventions including light bulb +  phonograph

 Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone

 Guglielmo Marconi created radio

 The 1st cars were built by hand + expensive

 Henry Ford began using an assembly 
line (a line of workers in a factory who 
each complete a single task for the 
manufactured good)

 Prices 

 # of people w/ cars

 Other factories use assembly line

 Wright brothers fly 1st successful airplane in 
Dec. 1903
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 Medicine  Louis Pasteur discovered bacteria + 
that it could be killed w/ heat

Developed process of 
pasteurization to kill germs in 
liquids

 Led to hospitals becoming 
cleaner + more sanitized to 
prevent spreading of diseases

Cities began to build plumbing + 
sewer systems

# of vaccines 
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 Theory of 
Evolution

 Other 
Scientific 
Advances

 Used to explain the wide variety of plants + 
animals on Earth

 Work of Charles Darwin - wrote On the Origin 
of the Species by Means of Natural Selection

 Populations     faster than the food 
supply, so they must compete for food

 Survival of the fittest (best adapted 
to their environment)

 Over time, species change + adapt 
to their environment – Theory of 
Evolution

 Around the same time, an Austrian monk, 
Gregor Mendel discovered there is a pattern to 
the way certain traits are inherited

 Begins the study of genetics

 Idea of atoms + development of periodic table

Gametes Y y

Y YY Yy

y Yy yy
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 Psychology  The study of the human mind + behavior

 Sigmund Freud believed the unconscious 

mind drives how people think + act 

 Ivan Pavlov believed actions were often 
unconscious reactions to experiences + could be 
changed w/ training

 Pavlov’s dogs
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 Mass 
Culture

 Appeal of art, writing, music, + other 
forms of entertainment to a larger 
audience

 Began around 1900

 1st Movies

 of spectator sports

Revival of Olympics
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Rise of Mass Culture
Cause Effect/Cause Effect

Public Education Literacy    Mass market for 
books + newspapers

Improvement in 
communications

Publications cheaper 
+ more accessible

Mass market for 
books + newspapers

Invention of 
phonograph + 
records

More music directly 
in people’s homes

demand for 
musical 
entertainment

Shorter workday 

(10 hrs) + shorter 
workweek (5½ days)

More leisure time demand for mass 
entertainment 
activities

End Section 4


